Moving Forward to Modernize
Back-office Systems in Health

Preparing a Healthcare Organization for Oracle Cloud
More difficult than developing a cloud strategy is moving forward with it. Despite
compelling business drivers to move to Oracle Cloud, many organizations have
questions about how to take that first step.

Our Professionals

Our Oracle professional
teams are comprised of
This healthcare organization needed to modernize its HR and Finance system
seasoned consultants,
but lacked the understanding of what their journey to the cloud would look like.
advisors and IT strategists
To complete their business case and receive approval to proceed, stakeholders
who have a distinguished
required more information about how long the transformation would take, its cost,
track record in strategy,
organizational impacts, and Oracle Cloud’s fit considering existing business realities.
process improvement,
Solution
quality assurance,
Sierra Systems, an NTT DATA Company, offers a Cloud Assessment Program, a brief business transformation,
but comprehensive engagement to plan your journey to Oracle Cloud. This deeper implementation, change
dive into Oracle’s transformative cloud applications delivers a high-level framework management, training,
and plan, equipping you with knowledge to confidently move forward.
managed services, and
For this provincial health client, Sierra Systems’ Oracle Cloud experts delivered
project management.

Challenge

a series of workshops for each area within HR and Finance, reviewing the best
practice business processes delivered in Oracle Cloud. We then led active
discussions on cloud project governance, the adopt and adapt approach, as well as
business readiness and sustainment considerations.
Throughout this process, Sierra Systems identified business priorities and
complexities, gathering the information required to clearly define the scope,
staffing and budget in an actionable, transformative project plan.

Benefits
Armed with a comprehensive deliverable that defined all aspects of a high-level
cloud implementation plan, the client understood the full view of their Oracle
Cloud program. By better understanding how to implement cloud and what to
expect during and after implementation, they had a compelling business case for
change, and the information needed to move the organization forward.
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Accelerating IT
To learn more about our
innovative Oracle Cloud
solutions, contact us at:
Contact@sierrasystems.com
1-877-688-1371

